MEHMET ALTUNBAY

Founder / MSc. Architect
Born in 1990, Mehmet Altunbay studied a bachelor of architecture at
Istanbul Technical University (2014) and a master’s degree in
architectural design at Politecnico di Milano(2019). His perspective towards
design took shape during his experiences at architectural design studios in
Istanbul, Florence, and Milan. During this period, he has got various awards
in national and international competitions with these studios.
MEHMET ALTUNBAY DESIGN STUDIO is an architectural design office
based in Istanbul and Milano, freshly founded in 2020. The studio approach
is to use architecture as an instrument in order to challenge the traditional
forms of thinking. It works at all scales from interior to scenography and
architecture to urban design.

contact

education

phone:
cell phone:
e-mail:
digital media:

+90 212 252 4050
+90 545 454 2080
contact@altunbay.com.tr
altunbaystudio

Politecnico di Milano
Master’s Degree in Architectural Design | Milan, Italy
GPA: 108/110
Istanbul Teknik Üniversitesi
Bachelor Degree in Architecture | Istanbul, Turkey
GPA: 3.05/4.00

competition & awards

Honourable Mention Award, Hyperloop Desert Campus, 2020
Young Architects International Competition
Honourable Mention Award, Xi’an Train Station Competition, 2020
Young Architects Intenational Competition
Finalist, Pinocchio Children Library, 2018
Young Architects Intenational Competition
1st prize, Switzerland Multi-purpose Sports Center, 2016
2nd prize, ITU KKTC Gazimagusa Campus Design, 2011

languages

Turkish - mother tongue
English - fluent
Italian - advanced
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Hyperloop Desert Campus, 2020

Honourable Mention Award, Young Architects International Competition
Since man can roam the skies and explore without limits,
Nevada has become the testing ground for all the new technologies that fly. Speculations, secrecy and bizarre UFO
sightings created the mythology of whole century. Now a
new transport is making a landing in Nevada. Slick, alien
and striking the new Hyperloop Research Centre, sure does
leave a mark on the harsh landscape.
However, this time behind the eye-catching facade there is
no place for secrecy or speculation. By adopting the idea
of the loop as structure, we give the visitors a continuous
experience combined with full transparency of the process
behind the new technologies. The tube like structure offers
360 degree panorama over the desert with multiple places
where people can interact with both researchers and local
nature. Floating floors, hanging gardens and seamless passage connecting them on different levels, not only creates a
unique environment for the researchers but also brings the
people closer to their future of hypersonic transport.
Fully sustainable and harvesting sun, water and the precious shade of the desert, the new center is already one
step ahead. Question is “are you ready to make a move and
visit a spaceship?” Because this time you can!
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Xi’an Train Station Competition, 2020
Honourable Mention Award, Young Architects Intenational Competition
On the one hand Xi’An is called “the Eastern End of the
Silk Road”,but on the other hand it is actually a gateway
to a whole new world and a place where cultures meet.
A place where tradition, nature and growth have thrived
for centuries.
For that reason the design concept behind the new train
station is inspired by the beauty and lightness of the silk
fabric. The gentle contours of the traditional Chinese
roof architype, are covered by layers that filter direct
sunlight and at the same time provide enough transparency to the surrounding. And under the canopy of the
“silk cover” lies a structure of floating floors supported
by volumes.
Offices, shops, meeting rooms and hotel under one roof
provide the passengers with the full range of activities
that the modern fast passed lifestyle requires. Arranged
as rational grid organization and inspired by the ancient
Xi’An urban development, they take shape around the
great hall of the station.
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Pinocchio Children Library, 2018
Finalist, Young Architects Intenational Competition

“He is a whale of a whale” Carlo Collodi, Pinocchio
The belly of the whale has always been the scary place
where our beloved character Pinocchio gets trapped and
can not go out. However, the story of this project is about
the good “Monstro”. By looking beyond the scary size, the
big bone structure and the power it has, the project itself
tries to be more romantic or even naive, in order to see him
from a different perspective.
The whale ‘itself’s not just a monster where you get trapped,
but maybe a good-natured giant, that protects you from
external environmental changes. Enclosed within his body
you feel safe and cozy, sheltered in a place of mystery and
magic. How can you transform the idea and perception of
such a space into a factory for child dreams and imagination?
Starting with the bone structure of this mythical giant, the
project has the purpose to mimic the belly of the beast and
the motion of it floating through the oceans of unexplored
lands. By creating this tall open space, this element belonging to the library immediately becomes the of all the events.
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